SPECIAL SESSION ON EDUCATION

TRACK CHAIRS: June R. Massoud – School Boards in Montreal, Canada; and Stuart H. Rubin – SPAWAR SYSTEMS CENTER PACIFIC, San Diego, California

CONTACTS:
June R. Massoud, Computer Engineer and Teacher, email: junermassoud@hotmail.com; phone: 514-336-4698
Dr. Rubin, Senior Scientist, email: stuart.rubin@navy.mil

We are launching a Call For Papers for the Special Session on Education. Some of the discussion topics could lead to proposal topics for reuse and integration in education. Topics include, but are not limited to, the following areas in education:

* multimedia (including the transcription of videos)
* networking
* natural language processing
* speech recognition
* massive object-oriented databases
* all manner of knowledge-based systems - including AI & machine learning
* educational methodologies - including the reuse of student modeling
* search paradigms
* spiral development models
* quality assurance
* computer displays - including 3D displays
* intelligent tutoring systems,
* educational data mining,
* computer-based education,
* computer-based training
* advanced learning technologies
* intelligent educational systems
* interactive learning technologies
* interactive learning research.

********Paper Submission Deadline for Special Session on Education: April 29th, 2013********

Author submission instructions: -- http://www.sis.pitt.edu/~iri2013/submition.html